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This is a rather a fascinating film which is based on a Japanese folk tale called "MononokeHime". The
film was made in 1997 by the talented Japanese film maker Hayao Miyazaki.
PrincessMononokefullmovieenglishdubmp4 Directed by James Simone. Hiromasa Yonebayashi. With
Sara Takatsuki, Kasumi Arimura, Nanako Matsushima, Susumu Terajima. Due to 12Â .Q: Cron job
with job entry not a valid object in Drupal 6 I am using Google Apps Script to save a file on Drupal 6,
on my Cron. After some research (this and this), I had changed the crontab line to this: 10 * * * *
CALL drupal_execute_scripts($input, '10') > /dev/null My script is stored on Google Drive and works
fine. However, when the cron runs, drupal_execute_scripts($input, '10') gives me an error: Warning:
drupal_execute_scripts() [function.drupal-execute-scripts]: Cron not found. Is it installed? in
/home/savioursitename/domains/mydomain.com/public_html/cron/cron.php on line 20 I think I found
the reason in the GoogleScript docs: The script call method receives a callback function, so if your
function needs to return a value as its return, you will need to return it through the callback function
So I changed the script to this: function script($input) { drupal_execute_scripts($input, '10'); return
$result; } and replaced my crontab line by this: 10 * * * * CALL script('mycontent'); > /dev/null Now,
my cron runs without errors and mycontent is saved. But since my script is now part of a function, is
it possible to pass arguments? If I were to log the arguments, I would get as the first argument the
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value of $input (the actual cron job) and the second the NULL because my script is supposed to
return NULL, but it is the very first argument that I want to pass to my function. Is there any way I
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